The Fishspear priority queue algorithm is presented and analyzed. Fishspear is comparable to the usual heap algorithm in its worst-case running time, and its relative performance is much better in many common situations. Fishspear also d~ffers from the heap method in that it can be implemented efficiently using sequential storage such as stacks or tapes, making it potentially attractive for implementation of very large queues on paged memory systems.
Introduction
A prioriy queue is an abstract data type consisting of a finite set P over a universe U of elements. With each element x q U is associated a value, key(x), from a totally ordered domain (D, <). The total order on keys induces a partial order on the elements, also denoted by <. The priority queue has the following operations:
EMPTY?: Returns true if P = @, false otherwise.
INSERT( X):
Sets P := P U {x}. DELETE _ MIN: Sets P := P -{y} and returns y, where y is a minimal element in P.
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(We omit a MAIU_EMP'IY operation for setting P := 0, since it can be easily simulated using EMPTY? and DELETE _ MIN.) We assume that the elements [Aho et al., 1974 ] is a standard data structure for implementing priority queues which, like the ordered list, uses O(log h) comparisons per operation, but the time per operation is linear in the number of comparisons and so is also O(log h). Indeed, heaps are so common as to be often identified with the abstract data type that they implement. So that there is no confusion, by a "heap" we mean a balanced binary tree with elements x, labeling each node i such that for any nodes i, j, if i is an ancestor of j, then key(x, ) < key(xl).
One of the first applications of heaps was to an algorithm for sorting n items using O(n log n) comparisons [Williams, 1964] . Since Q( H log n) is a lower bound on the number of comparisons for sorting, it follows that the amortized cost z of a priority queue operation is fl(log n) in the worst case, where n is the length of the operation sequence. Since heaps achieve this bound, they are in some sense optimal. A significant property of heaps is that they exploit the ability to access memory randomly. The pattern of memory accesses is dynamically determined by the data, and there is no apparent way of maintaining the logarithmic amortized operation cost when implementing heaps on more restrictive types of memory such as tapes or stacks.
Other data structures, such as 2-3 trees, etc., can also implement priority queues with similar complexity bounds, but all require random-access storage. Thus, priority queues have seemed to be an example of an abstract data type whose efficient implementation required random-access storage, and heaps are a simple implementation that seemed optimal. In this paper, we show that both intuitions are wrong by presenting a new priority queue algorithm, Fishspear, which can be implemented with sequential storage (using a fixed number of pushdown stacks), and which is more efficient than a heap in a sense that is made precise in the next section. Although it has similar amortized efficiency to a heap in the worst case ( O(log n) comparisons per queue operation), the number of comparisons is "little-oh" of the number made by a heap for many classes of input sequences that are likely to occur m practice.
For example, if the queue builds to a certain size h and then receives alternately a very large number of INSERT and DELETE_ MIN operations, where the keys of the elements to be inserted are drawn randomly with uniform distribution from the unit interval, then the amortized number of comparisons made by a heap for each such pair is Q(log h), whereas the amortized cost for ' Logarithms are taken to the base 2 unless spec]fied otherwise. 'The amortized cost of a sequence of opemtlons is the total cost of the sequence divided by the number of operations [Sleator and Tarjan, 1985a; 1985b] .
Fishspear is O(l). (The queue at any time during this procedure contains the h largest elements ever inserted, so the value of the smallest of these approaches 1. The probability that a newly inserted element will very soon be deleted [Carlsson, 1987; Gonnet and Munro, 1986] .) For the naive list implementation, the worst case is Z [log h, 1. As a lower bound, we have the following result, which also appears in Sleator and Tarjan [1986] . It is easy to construct examples which cause the above code to make 0(n2) comparisons on an n-element input sequence.
For example, such behavior results on any sequence of n insertions followed by n DELETE_ MIN operations.
The n insertions produce an n-barbed fishspear with one element in each barb and an empty shaft. At the time of the first DIELETE _ MIN, the above code combines all n barbs in a series of unbalanced merges requiring 0( n2 ) Figure 2 . We assume two synchronized primitives for interprocess communication, SEND(x) and RECEIVE, where x is a message, (cf. CSP [Hoare, 1978] ). A process executing RECEIVE will wait until the other process is ready to execute SEND(X) for some x, at which time the RECEIVE operation returns x as its value and both processes continue. Similarly, a process executing SEND(X) is forced to wait until the other process is ready to execute RECEIVE. Messages are either "requests" or "responses." A request is an element of 
We assume process User performs RECEIVE immediately following each sEND ('empty?') and SEND("deiete') request, in order to obtain the response. FPR maintains two pieces of global data: An integer k and a k-barbed fishspear stored in variables U,~, an~, 1 s j s k, as described above. All of the manipulations of this data are performed by the four fishspear primitives, which are invoked from time to time by FPR. The top-level code MA]NR for process FPR is shown in Figure 3 . Braces { . ..} are used in the code to delimit comments. The heart of the algorithm is the recursive procedure S. It performs one or more RECEIVE operations, carries out the actions specified by the messages received, responds to each 'delete' or 'empty?' request by issuing a SEND with the answer, and modifies the fishspear to reflect the changes in the queue contents.
The code for S is given in Figure 4 . The constant~is a tuning parameter.
We are able to prove the best worst-case bounds for @ = 0.7034 ..., but any value strictly between O and 1 yields a correct algorithm.
In this program, and elsewhere in this paper, we use the convention that segments and sets are named by uppercase letters and their cardinalities are denoted by the corresponding lowercase letter. Thus, u denotes the length of U, etc.
CORRECTNESS OF FPR.
To show that algorithm FPR correctly implements a priority queue, we must show that it uses the four fishspear primitives correctly and that it always continues to process new inputs. We begin by examining the recursive structure of FPR and the actions which it performs in more detail. The top-level procedure MAINR (see Figure  3 ) repeatedly calls the recursive procedure S. Each instance of S may make one or more recursive calls on itself. An instance of a call on S is an activation. local variable lJ \ b:=[pul """"" """"""""""""""""""""""'"" . . We collect some useful LEMMA 2
(1) If CO1'ZtrOz iS ill MAINR.
The recursive procedure S. ensure that u = O when the current activation began and that the fishspear is the same at line 7 as it was at the start of the activation.
It follows from the test in line 15 that only MAINR can call S when u = 0. Hence, by part (1), k = O and the entire queue is empty. For part (4), the queue is not empty at line 10 since in a run, DELETE_MIN is never applied to an empty queue. The proof that u # O at line 10 follows the reasoning used to establish part (3). u THEOREM 3. Process FPR con-ect~implements priority queue operations. , 193, 155, D, 119, 131, 134, 116, 183, D, D, 121, D, D, 113, 192, 150, 148, 140, 151, 117, 191, 180, 112, 133 
These time points are shown in Figure  4 . We omit the name u of the activation when it is clear from context. Let~be a time between steps of S.. It is an easy consequence of the definitions that if a'(m) <~< o'(m) then k = Icrl, othervme, k = Iml -1. Thus, the level of recursion is always within one of the number of barbs of the fishspear.
The following notation allows us to talk about the way the fishspear changes over time. Fix a particular activation Sr of S, and let~be a time such that a s~s o and control is between lines of S in S.. We say~is a time in Sa. Let U, be the set of elements in segment U, and k, the value of variable k, at time~. If k, >0, then V, and W, denote the sets of elements in segments V~, and W~, at time~, respectively.
We take V, and W, to be the empty set when k.= O.
Since these definitions depend on the current value of k, VT always refers to the top barb of the fishspear, and WT refers to the portion of the shaft between the top two barbs (if they exist). As usual, the corresponding lowercase letter refers to the cardinality of the set, so u. = IU, 1, etc.
We define the following sets of elements with respect to an activation So and time 7 in S~:
IN, = set of elements inserted into the queue after time a and still present in the queue at time r;
OUT, = set of elements present in the queue at time a but gone from the queue by time r;
U"id = U n U., the set of old elements in U at time~; r T Uncw = U n INT, the set of new elements in U at time~. r 7
We often omit the subscript~when~is clear from context. Some important relationships among these sets are shown in Figure 6 for~between a' and o' and are easily proved by induction on r.
LEMMA 4. Consider a time r between the reference points LY' and w'.
(1) OUT, W', u"", u'"" V'are disjoint sets
(4) U. = OUT U W U UO1d.
In the following lemmas, we prove some key properties of S. The reader may find it helpful to refer to Figure  7 , which repeats the while-loop of S from 
PROOF.
Observe that if the condition "u > b" once becomes true, then it remains true for the duration of Sm, because as long as it is true, the then branch of the condition in line 15 is always taken, and PMERGE never decreases u.
We proceed to prove the lemma. At time I-= a', the lemma holds trivially since UT = O. Subsequently, the only places where IN or U is modified are in lines 15 and 16 of S. Let~be a time just after one of those two lines has been performed, and suppose the conditions of the lemma are satisfied at time~. Let fi be the time just before the execution of that line. By induction, we assume the lemma holds at time n-. We consider the two cases in turn. Relations among the basic sets between times a' and w'.
BARB.CREATE(Z) 14.
a' while uk>Odo "'"'"""""'""""'"""'"" '"""'"" 
We define the following function:
(1) dF --o-(oq++r); dp -
This shows that F decreases as p increases to q. We have three cases depending on how q relates to p and~.
By (3), F >0 as desired.
Case 2. p < q < B. Again r >1 -q. Since the partial derivative of F with respect to p is negative, we can replace p by q to get F=%p-(dq +~r)lnp-2-q >6q-(Oq +~(l-q))lnq-2 -q.
Again, (3) gives F >0 as desired.
Case 3.p<~<q. The partial derivative of F with respect to p is again negative, so we can replace p by (3 and r by O to get
There are two subcases. Subcase 1.~> -21n~. Then, by (2), we have 6 = -l/in~> 2/~. Hence, by (7),
Subcase 2.~< -2 in 13. By (2), we have
and so, using the Case 3 assumption that P < q, ('7) gives
Thus, in all three cases, F >0, establishing the claim. 
Hence, T(o)
= 1 and typelI( o-) = O, and the result follows.
We assume for the remainder of the proof that U. >0. Recall that S,r collects at most one in-token d from each element x that was inserted into the queue during the time interval spanned by Su, but in-token d might not be collected from x, either because it does not exist, or because d > L~a(m~, or because x was inserted during the time interval spanned by Sat (the ith recursive call on S) and d < Utif~,). Similar remarks apply to the counting of out-tokens. Thus, a careful analysis is required to avoid overcounting.
Our strategy for counting the in-tokens collected by S~is to identify for each d a set of elements that are simultaneously in the queue and from which Sm is allowed to collect any in-tokens d that exist. Lemma 8 guarantees that in-token d exists for all but~ydj -1 of the elements in the set. To be sure that SU is allowed to collect these in-tokens, we require that d < .ua(m~, and we show that every element in the set was either received for insertion by line 4 of S~, or was inserted into the queue during an activation Sut for which d > Z/a(~,). Similarly, we count out-tokens collected by So by identifying for each d a set of elements which are simultaneously in the queue and for which S0 is allowed to collect any out-tokens d that exist. Even though we fail to count all of the tokens actually collected by Sm, the tokens we do count are sufficient to pay for all of the comparisons made by SU.
Before defining the sets from which we count in-tokens, we describe particular activations SW, whose start times will be of particular interest. Consider successive executions of line 16 during the while-loop of Sm. Let il = 1 and let i ,+~be the least number i such that Sat exists and Ua(ml) > .U.(WZ,). Finally, let s be the largest index for which i, is defined.
If SU does not execute line 16 at all, then all i, are undefined, and we take s = O. For each r for which i, is defined, define p(r) = a( u i,); thus~(r) is the time at which activation Sat, begins. (For technical convenience, we take Uw(o) = 1.) Note that the t.L's have been chosen so that U&(l) < u~~z) < """ < UK(,), and Ua(w,) < UP{,) for all i, r such that 1 < r <s and i < i,+~or r =s. Note also that UK(,) < Ua by the test in line 15 of S. We now derive a lower bound on the value of the tokens collected by SO.
(1) With the inequality eqs. (11) and (12) yield
since in -1 by Lemma 5. Whichever case of Lemma 6 holds, we w(s)~, UP($) have~z~a < Z?ZW + ozlta + 1 < max{uv(,), inU + 1} + outw + 1;hence, Using (4) and (5) from the Constraint Set, (14) and (15) yield (15) ( Ua > $ max{uw(, ), ilzti + 1} + *(outW + I))ln --- (16) 11 " /4s) From (l), (4), and (6), we have tB = tI(l-y) >0. Thus, adding together 
p=-q=
Um ' UG '
in (17) gives
The test in line 15 of Sm ensures that implies that either q + r > 1 or q >~, so u&L(\ ) Outw and~= -U+ uUF (p, q, r) . (18) uP(.) <~u~, so p < /3. Lemma 6 the Claim gives
We also have u. (4) and (5) can be satisfied by taking t~= to sufficiently large since 2y/~< 1. Finally, (6) defines tB. insisting that t~= to, we can make tI + to arbitrarily close to 3.410""".
Finally, (22) shows that the constant c of Theorem 4 can be chosen arbitrarily close to 3.410""" x ln2 = 2.363."".
In particular, we may choose c = 2.4. u
An Iterative Algorithm
The of the run. We use N here, instead of n, only because of EMPTY? operations, which make no comparisons and do not change the queue. We now consider the four fishspear primitives. BARB_ CREATE increments k, renames U as W~, leaving it in place on stack W, and puts a new singleton barb on stack V. BARB_ DISPOSE merges together the top two barbs on stack V when k > 1. It copies these two barbs one each to stacks T and W, reversing them in the process, and then does the merge back on to stack V. The time for these operations is proportional to the length of the result, which is also the number of comparisons used by the merge. Hence, the cost is associated with the comparisons made by BARB_ DISPOSE. If k = 1, it just appends the top barb on stack V to U. The time is proportional to the length of the barb, which is the number of (pseudo-)comparisons accounted for in our analysis. PMERGE is a constant cost operation, for it simply compares the top elements of V and W and moves the smaller one to U, which is in reverse order on stack T. We associate the cost with the comparison made by PMERGE. 
